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Robert Shaver and Heath Strickland





• Continuous off-grid Motion Monitoring, Image Capture, 
and Remote Notification via Cellular Network.

• Useful for outdoor activities, theft prevention, 
temporary security.

• Uses infrared sensor, Arduino Mega microprocessor, 
GSM cellular modem, 5100 Mah with voltage boost 
converter, NTSC camera, and 5.8Ghz 200mW 
transmitter.

• GSM modem used to send text messages to cell phone.

Portable Surveillance with Remote Monitoring



Here we are including another 
Library for the Fona™ to use the 
serial communication on the 
Arduino.

Here we are initializing the Arduino 
microcontroller to utilize the Library to 
control the Adafruit Fona™ GSM 
module and declare the pins that we 
are going to use and what they will 
control.

Signed data type for ASCII values. 



Here we use a function call from the 
Adafruit library to determine which 
Fona™ we are using.

This begins to set up the program. Here 
we declare whether the pins are inputs 
or outputs.

This section determines the serial baud 
rate. This is the modulation rate at 
which the components communicate.

This will print the indentification
number that is used to access the 
cellular network.



This is the Program loop. This is 
how the program will run. This will 
run over and over as long as the 
Arduino is powered on. Here we 
can call functions from other parts 
of the code to execute commands 
if certain conditions are met.

This is a function. If motion is 
detected this is called to the main 
loop and will send an SMS to the 
number that is entered. 



This is another function. In this 
function, the serial 
communications is checked and 
cleared so that there is no left 
over information to cause errors 
when switching baud rates.



This is the end 
of our code.



David Woods & Justin Milgate



Use a 12v DC pump to pull smoke from two different 
electronic cigarettes and filter out the nicotine and any 
other chemicals.

 System uses an Arduino Uno microprocessor board to drive 
a dc motor control shield that cycles a 12V pump which 
approximates ‘normal’ smoking action. 

 System is designed to handle various types of filters to trap 
what is actually in the e-smoke for further research.

Output smoke is captured in a glass container for disposal or 
analysis if desired.

 System can handle both regular and e-cigarettes.



To filter out and compare harmful chemicals 
between different brands of electronic 
cigarettes. 



Electronic cigarettes appeared on the market in 
2004 

Intended for smokers of traditional cigarettes 
who want to avoid inhaling tar and carbon 
monoxide.



All electronic cigarettes have nicotine in them even 
though the manufactures may not admit to it.

Different brands of E-cigs have different 
percentages of nicotine and formaldehyde.

Minors can legally purchase E-cigs and with 
enough use can become addicted to nicotine.





Gerald Beat and Roger Hsieh



Objective is to help drivers gage the correct 
speed and following distances to optimize the 
flow and thus minimize traffic delays in high-
traffic situations.

Provides driver feedback to optimize driver 
behavior in heavy traffic situations. Modeled 
after suggestions from MIT traffic congestion 
study.



Module is designed to monitor following distances 
and alert drivers via audible (speaker/buzzer)  or 
visual signals(LEDs) if too close to leading vehicles.

Components used include Arduino Uno 
microprocessor shield, Ultrasonic distance sensor, 
16x2 LCD module for distance readout, and various 
LEDs.





Industrial-Grade Light Saber

DARPA Contract  #1776GWH-IZ

David Farrow  & Christian Elieson



 Prototype modeled after recently-declassified Area51 
documents.

 Prototype uses Arduino Nano microprocessor, two-watt stereo 
sound card, triple-axis accelerometer, DC-to-DC voltage boost 
converter, high-lumen LED set, and custom-made enclosure.

 Sound replay is staged to coordinate with saber movement by 
using the micro to monitor 3-axis acceleration and deceleration.

 Small but hi-capacity Li-Po battery is used to power high 
voltage, high-lumen LEDS for laser effect. These are a heavy 
load that require a boost in the available battery output.



Motion-Following Scanner

Tracey Miller and Miguel Badillo



• Prototype uses dual Ultrasonic Ranging 
Sensors

• Arduino Mega microprocessor board is 
used to control servo motor, to which the 
sensors are mounted. Thus system can 
maintain continuous sweep and measure 
operation to determine when and where 
an object in the field of view ‘moves’.


